Ternary paths consist of an up-step of one unit, a down-step of two units, never go below the x-axis, and return to the x-axis. This paper addresses the enumeration of partial ternary paths, ending at a given level i, starting at the left end or starting at the right end. The latter is quite challenging, but leads at the end to very satisfying results. The methods are elementary (solving systems of linear equations). In this way, several conjectures left open in Cameron's Ph.D. thesis could be successfully settled.
INTRODUCTION
Ternary paths are cousins of Dyck paths, but with up-steps (1, 1) and down-steps (1, −2), starting at the origin and never going below the x-axis. In most cases, one is interested in such paths that also end at the x-axis, but also at paths ending at level i after n steps.
Ternary paths are also called 2-Dyck paths, see [11] , where more general families of paths are studied.
Ternary paths are of interest at least for the following reasons:
• They are no longer symmetric with respect to left ↔ right, i.e. if the up-step is (1, 2) and the downstep is (1, −1) one gets slightly different results. • Although some underlying generating functions are cubic, they are still manageable, due to a substitution, which allows to separate one factor, and dealing with a quadratic equation only. • Although one can look at more general classes of paths, the ternary case is of a nature to allow for explicit results. • Knuth [8] based his always popular christmas talk on the related concept of ternary trees, mentioning that he was and is interested in the subject for some 50 years. • Ternary paths form a large portion of Cameron's thesis [3] but some answers were formulated in forms of conjectures.
Our method of choice is to find generating functions for ternary paths bounded by h (thus the second coordinate is never > h) and then letting h → ∞. This has the advantage that one has to deal only with a finite set of linear equations, and it can be solved explicitly using Cramer's rule.
There is another (more high level) approach based on the kernel method, and we might come back to that in a future publication. It will then also be applied to so-called S-Motzkin paths [10] , closely related to ternary paths, but only introduced recently.
We will address the following questions: Enumeration of ternary paths from left to right, starting at level 0 and ending at level i, and enumeration of ternary paths from right to left, starting at level 0 and ending at level i. The second question is harder than the first one. As we will see, from a certain cubic equation, the first root is responsible for the left to right enumeration, while the other two combined are responsible for the right to left enumeration.
As a corollary, we will compute the (cumulated) area, summed over all ternary paths of length 3n. For a given path (0, c 0 ), (1, c 1 ), . . . , (3n, c 3n ), the area is defined to be the sum of the ordinates: c 0 + c 1 + · · · + c 3n .
Banderier and Gittenberger study the area in a more general setting [1] , but the type of explicit results that we obtain is restricted to the binary (Dyck) base and the ternary case, as in this paper.
These are our main findings: Theorem 1. Enumeration of partial ternary paths and area.
• The number of ternary paths (from left to right) of length 3N + i, ending on level 3K + i, is given by
• The number of ternary paths (from right to left) of length 3N + 2i, ending on level i, is given by
• The total area of all ternary paths of length 3N , is given by
Remark 1. Part 1 (left to right enumeration) was known to Cameron [3] , but, according to [9, 1.4.5] was redicovered by many people over the years. Remark 4. Our approach is by first counting ternary paths with height restrictions. While this is only a vehicle here to get to the explicit generating functions, the results are of independent interest, and the explicit knowledge of the roots of the cubic equations involved, seems to be essential. For the more traditional class of Dyck paths, the average height (in terms of planted plane trees) was treated in the seminal paper [4] . Kemp [7] considered the average height of prefixes of the Dyck-language (Dyck paths). To engage into a similar analysis of ternary paths or prefixes of ternary paths requires an explicit knowledge of the generating functions just mentioned. This might be a project of the future.
A WARM-UP: THE EQUATION FOR TERNARY TREES
We start with the equation X = 1 + x X 3 for ternary trees. In order to describe the other two solutions which are linked to what Knuth calls (3/2)-ary trees in [8] , we use the notation as given in [6] :
The combinatorially interesting solution is 3 (x). Using the substitution x = t(1 − t) 2 , the other two solutions are
.
2t(1−t) and make use of
which follows from the Lagrange inversion formula. Now we compute
The simplification of the inner sum can be done by a computer. Therefore
A simple reflection shows that
Finally, the equation of interest factors as
Remark 5. This factorization had been obtained by Bousquet-Mélou and Petkovsek [2] using different methods. Remark 6. S. Selkirk in [11] was able to factor the more general equation X = 1 + x X d .
ENUMERATION OF TERNARY PATHS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
(0, 0)
The picture shows a ternary path ending in (8, 2) and being bounded by 6. Let a n,k be the number of ternary paths ending at (n, k) and being bounded by h. In order not to clutter the notation, we did not put the letter h into the definition, especially, since h has only a very temporary meaning here.
The recursion (for n ≥ 1) a n,k = a n−1,k−1 + a n−1,k+2 with the understanding that a n,k should be interpreted as 0 if k < 0 or k > h is easy to understand. The starting value is a 0,0 = 1. It is natural to introduce the generating functions
, which is best written as a matrix equation
Here is a little list (with h being chosen large enough).
f 0 (z) = 1 + z 3 + 3z 6 + 12z 9 + 55z 12 + 273z 15 + · · · , f 1 (z) = z + 2z 4 + 7z 7 + 30z 10 + 143z 13 + · · · , f 2 (z) = z 2 + 3z 5 + 12z 8 + 55z 11 + 273z 14 + · · · , f 3 (z) = z 3 + 4z 6 + 18z 9 + 88z 12 + 455z 15 + · · · , f 4 (z) = z 4 + 5z 7 + 25z 10 + 130z 13 + · · · , f 5 (z) = z 5 + 6z 8 + 33z 11 + 182z 14 + · · · , f 6 (z) = z 6 + 7z 9 + 42z 12 + 245z 15 + · · · Now let d h be the determinant of this matrix with h rows and columns. We have d 0 = 1, d 1 = 1, d 2 = 1, and the recursion
The characteristic equation of this recursion is the cubic equation
Note also the generating function
This cubic equation becomes manageable with the substition z 3 = t(1− t) 2 , which featured prominently in [10] . It has the 3 roots
and now the relation to the cubic equation that we studied as a warm-up becomes apparent. Cramer's rule now leads to
which, when performing the limit h → ∞, leads to
This form will be useful later, but we would also like to compute [z n ] f k (z), i. e., then numbers a n,k . We can only have contributions (which is also clear for combinatorial reasons) if n ≡ k mod 3. So let us set n = 3N + i, k = 3K + i for i = 0, 1, 2, and compute
In order not to confuse matters, it helps to set z 3 = x = t(1 − t) 2 . Then we can continue
Notice in particular the enumeration of paths ending at the x-axis:
a generalized Catalan number. We can check now that
coincides with the previous list.
ENUMERATION OF TERNARY PATHS FROM RIGHT TO LEFT
While the left-to-right enumeration was done successfully in [3] (with a different approach), the enumeration from right to left was not as complete as what we are going to do now and partially in conjectural state.
We still prefer to work from left to right, so we change our setting as follows:
The picture shows a reversed ternary path ending in (8, 4) and being bounded by 6.
For the notation, we switch from a n,k to b n,k and from f k (z) to g k (z).
Here is a little list (the boundary h is assumed to be large enough):
g 0 (z) = 1 + z 3 + 3z 6 + 12z 9 + 55z 12 + 273z 15 + · · · , g 1 (z) = z 2 + 3z 5 + 12z 8 + 55z 11 + 273z 14 + 1428z 17 + · · · , g 2 (z) = z + 3z 4 + 12z 7 + 55z 10 + 273z 13 + 1428z 16 + · · · , g 3 (z) = 2z 3 + 9z 6 + 43z 9 + 218z 12 + 1155z 15 + · · · , g 4 (z) = z 2 + 6z 5 + 31z 8 + 163z 11 + 882z 14 + 4896z 17 + · · · , g 5 (z) = 3z 4 + 19z 7 + 108z 10 + 609z 13 + 3468z 16 + · · · . g 6 (z) = z 3 + 10z 6 + 65z 9 + 391z 12 + 2313z 15 + · · · .
The linear system changes now as follows:
The determinant of the matrix is the same as before by transposition: d h+1 . However, the application of Cramer's rule is more involved now. We must evaluate the determinant of 
We want to find a recursion for it.
By expansion, we find the recursion
The characteristic equation of this recursion is
Setting Y = z 2 X , this leads to X 3 − X 2 + z 3 = 0, which was the equation studied before.
The expansion from the other end leads to
In particular,
We can now continue with the computation, according to Cramer's rule:
Writing
w n X n , we see that the numbers satisfy the recursion w n − zw n−2 + z 3 w n−3 = 0.
The characteristic equation of this recursion is
with some nice roots
Thus, in terms of λ, the roots are z 2 µ 1 , z 2 µ 2 , z 2 µ 3 . Consequently
Note also that
and µ 2 µ 3 = 1 t(t − 1) .
PUSHING THE BOUNDARY h TO INFINITY
We start from the formula
enumerating ternary path (from right to left), but written in a reversed way, ending at level i. Now we push the boundary h to infinity, i. e. we have no more horizontal boundary. We write again g i = g i (z).
From the explicit formula for the determinants d h , we can conclude that only one of the 3 roots survives, and
So, after taking limits,
Since µ 1 = 1 1−t , there is cancellation:
This can be simplified:
This formula works for i = 0 as well.
In the next section we will explain why the square bracket always contains the factor 3t −4.
EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE GENERATING FUNCTIONS g i
Let
which, once it is known, is easy to prove by induction. We need one form of the Girard-Waring formula, see e. g. [5] :
In our application:
It is easy to check that g i (z) has only nonzero coefficients for z n when n + i ≡ 0 mod 3. The enumeration of [z 3N +2i ]g i (z) can now be done:
THE AREA AS A COROLLARY
Each contribution c i to the area of a path (0, c 0 = 0), . . . , (3n, c 3n = 0) can be seen as splitting the ternary path into a path of length k (left to right) ending at level i and a path of length 3n − k (right to left) also ending at level i. Since we are working with generating functions, all possible such splittings are taken into account when taking the product of two such generating functions.
The cumulated area is thus given as (write again z 3 = x = t(1 − t) 2 )
This is a proof of Conjecture 3.1 in Cameron's thesis [3] .
